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Abstract
This chapter makes the case for (re-)introducing memes into economics. While many scholars have
(prematurely) rejected the notion of memes, it is argued that by taking memes more seriously,
economists could establish links between fragmented approaches and overcome an apparent bias
towards mostly intentional and “adaptive” processes of innovation and technological and economic
change. Moreover, by embracing the meme’s eye view one can overcome questionable conceptions
of creative genius and rationally optimizing agents, or at least complement them with a more
naturalistic and informational perspective. In summary, studying memes means studying
interconnected informational structures (often involving instructions) that can be socially
transmitted—especially by imitation—and recombined, thus affording the emergence of
innovations.
Keywords: complex systems, creativity, cultural evolution, imitation, information, innovation,
memes, meme’s eye view, memetics, parasitic culture, replication, rules

1 Introduction
With this chapter, we aim to (re-)introduce the notion of memes into economic theory. For some,
this endeavor may seem like flogging a dead horse, for others, a long overdue project of building
bridges between different disciplines and fragmented approaches. Are memes nothing but a
misleading metaphor for entities wrongly alleged to be analogous to genes? Not so, we shall argue.
The idea of memes as the units of cultural evolution has been around for almost half a century
now, although most contemporary researchers in cultural evolution prefer to call them “cultural
variants” or “cultural traits” (e.g., Schurz, 2021; Wilson, 1998). In a similar manner, evolutionary
economists have proposed various candidate units in an economic context, including habits, ideas,
modules, routines, rules, and utopias (e.g., Almudi et al., 2017a,b; Beinhocker, 2006; Breslin, 2016;
Dopfer et al., 2004; Hodgson & Knudsen, 2010; Markey-Towler, 2019; Nelson & Winter, 1982).
Considering the different intellectual histories of these concepts, it is unsurprising that evolutionary
economics is a rather fragmented field (e.g., Hodgson & Lamberg, 2018; Witt, 2014). While memes
have frequently faced criticism from many of these schools of thought (e.g., Roy, 2017; Chap. 6 in
Hodgson & Knudsen, 2010), some have argued that they can serve as a common language for
linking several of these concepts and approaches (e.g., Schlaile, 2021). Our chapter aims to shed
light on this promise, while remaining cautious about overly ambitious claims to the effect that
selfish memes can essentially explain all of human culture, a position Boudry and Hofhuis (2018)
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have called panmemetics.1 Given the limited space and scope of this chapter, our contribution should
be treated as an invitation for further work rather than a comprehensive presentation of a fully
developed theory. Readers unfamiliar with the concept are referred to the excellent introductory
article by von Bülow (2013), Dennett’s extensive work on memes (1995, 2006, 2017), and Chap. 2
in Schlaile (2021).
The three main points we want to make here is that (i) evolutionary economists have been biased
towards mostly intentional and “adaptive” processes of innovation and technological and
economic change, neglecting unintentional and “maladaptive” evolutionary processes, (ii) the
meme’s eye view (as opposed to an agent-centered view) still offers a valuable perspective for
evolutionary economics, and (iii) memes should best be regarded as units of informational
structures—often containing instructions—that can be socially transmitted, especially by imitation,
and recombined, thus affording the emergence of innovations.
The chapter is organized as follows. First, we revisit and summarize important arguments for taking
cultural evolution, imitation, and the meme’s eye view more seriously. The subsequent section
highlights the merits of viewing memes as informational entities that often include an element of
instruction, thus providing a link to the rule-based approach to evolutionary economics. Next, we
dismiss an overly reductionist view of memes as discrete and “independent” cultural elements, by
viewing memes as embedded within complex systems. We then briefly turn to the memetics of
creativity and innovation before we summarize our arguments in terms of the “five i's of
economemetics” and conclude our chapter with propositions for future interdisciplinary inquiries.
2 Cultural evolution, imitation, and the meme’s eye view
For the purpose of this chapter, we adopt the liberal definition of culture proposed by Boyd and
Richerson: “Culture is information capable of affecting individuals’ behavior that they acquire from
other members of their species by teaching, imitation, and other forms of social transmission”
(Boyd and Richerson, 2005, p. 6, emphasis removed). There is ample literature on how particular
cultural values and worldviews (including religious ideologies and practices) have influenced the
emergence, success, and continued existence of economic systems and practices such as capitalism
(e.g., Henrich, 2020; Hodgson, 2015; Weber, 1930; Schramm, 2008). However, contemporary
evolutionary economists have focused mostly on the technological aspects of innovation and
industrial change. By contrast, they have paid relatively little attention to the evolution of cultural
value systems and belief systems and how they interrelate with technological and economic change.2
Both cultural and economic systems have been argued to evolve analogously to processes known
from biological evolution (e.g., Dennett 2017; Hodgson & Knudsen, 2010; Lewens, 2020; Veit,
Our chapter builds on and extends earlier arguments, some of which have been previously published independently
by the authors of this chapter, for example, in Schlaile (2021) and Boudry (2018a,b).
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Of course, this should not imply that cultural change or even cultural evolution with an explicit Darwinian
connotation has received no attention from evolutionary economists, as several scholars at the intersection of
economic history, institutional economics, and evolutionary economics have shown (for recent examples, see
Hodgson, 2019, or contributions in Gagliardi & Gindis, 2019; Witt & Chai, 2019). However, it is fair to say that
technological change, the creation and diffusion of economically useful knowledge and innovations, and the
dynamics of sectors, industries, and various types of innovation systems have received much more attention from
evolutionary economists than the evolutionary dynamics of value(s) and belief systems.
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2019a; Wilson & Gowdy, 2013; see also the discussions in Gagliardi & Gindis, 2019; Wilson &
Kirman, 2016; Witt & Chai, 2019). In fact, as Ginsburg and Jablonka stress with reference to
Charles Darwin’s selection theory: “The generality of the idea [of evolution by natural selection]
allows it to be applied to disciplines as different as cosmology, economics, culture, and ethics, as
well as to processes occurring in the brain” (Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2019, p. 65). This is not to say,
however, that evolutionary processes across all systems involve the exact same “mechanism”, since
some cultural evolutionary processes are more “Darwinian” than others (Dennett, 2017), for
instance by being more or less gradual or more or less goal-directed (Dennett, 2021; Mesoudi,
2021). The next important step is to acknowledge that cultural evolution involves, at least in part,
the replication of units of information. In the social environment we live in, information is largely
socially distributed not only across different media but also across different minds. To make use of
this, humans have become masters of imitation and learning, information sponges that absorb all
sorts of information from our social environments. The importance of cultural replication and
imitation has also been affirmed by researchers studying adaptive behavior and cognition,3 who
have identified several imitation heuristics (e.g., Boyd and Richerson, 2005; see also Chap. 8.3 in
Godfrey-Smith, 2009).4
A common definition of a meme is an “element of a culture or system of behaviour passed from
one individual to another by imitation or other non-genetic means” (Oxford Dictionaries, undated).
Though this succinct definition captures the essence of the concept, it leaves open its ontological
status. What sort of thing is a meme exactly, and where should we locate it? This leads us to the
first important way to classify memetic approaches. On the one hand, there are approaches that
seek to identify memes with some material substrates, such as brain structures, artifacts, or
behaviors. A different approach regards memes as abstract and (substrate-neutral) informational
entities. We could call this first distinction ‘material’ vs. ‘informational’ approaches.
Meme theorists also differ with respect to how much of human culture they see as ‘viral’ or
‘parasitical’, and how exactly they define those terms (see also Blute, 2010). For some theorists, all
of human culture should be regarded as swarms of viral memes that infect human brains with
purposes and interests of their own (e.g., Blackmore 2000; Stanovich 2005, for details). Other
meme theorists see more room for human intentionality and design, and restrict the metaphor of
‘viral’ memes to certain deleterious cultural beliefs and practices. In order to understand the image
of viral or parasitical culture, we have to adopt what meme theorists call the meme’s eye view (Dawkins
1993; Dennett, 1995, 2006). The best way to understand this key concept is to contrast it with its
alternatives. In traditional accounts of culture—and even in most evolutionary approaches to
culture—it is taken for granted that cultural ideas and artifacts serve some useful function or
3Note,

however, that we are not committed to the existence of any straightforward mechanism of high-fidelity
imitation or copying. To a large extent, cultural transmission is a complicated process of reconstruction rather than a
straightforward process of copying. If we want to study the evolution of memes or cultural variants on a population
level, however, we can abstract from those lower-level complications. No matter how the process of cultural
transmission is achieved, the result is (often) one of remarkable fidelity (Boudry, 2018b). See also von Bülow (2013,
2019) on related discussions.
Moreover, the French sociologist Gabriel Tarde should be mentioned as an important figure in imitation research
as he has been considered a “forefather” of memetics (e.g., Marsden, 2000; Schmid, 2004), of elements of
Schumpeter’s works (e.g., Barry and Thrift, 2007; Kobayashi, 2015; Taymans, 1950), and of diffusion research (Katz,
2006; Kinnunen, 1996; Rogers, 2003).
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provide some benefit to human beings (for a critique, see Edgerton, 1992). Or more precisely, to
the extent that they have some function, we human beings must be the beneficiaries. It is human
beings, after all, who select, discard, or retain cultural ideas and artifacts. Who else could benefit?
By contrast, the meme’s eye view invites us to adopt the perspective of the cultural items themselves.
Because cultural items (memes) replicate and form chains of transmission, cultural evolution will
select the memes that are most successful at dissemination. This sets up an evolutionary dynamic
that is relatively autonomous from human agents, and may produce forms of cultural design whose
functional rationale is opaque to them. In some cases, the ‘interests’ of memes and their human
carriers (or “hosts”) will align pretty well: we select and spread some memes because we find them
appealing, and they enhance their own propagation by appealing to us. But in the most interesting
cases, the interests of memes and their carriers diverge: ‘parasitical’ memes spread because they are
contagious and catchy, despite the fact that they are harmful to their human carriers. For instance,
conspiracy theories are prime examples of highly attractive and contagious memeplexes because
their internal structure renders them self-validating: once you adopt the idea of a grand conspiracy
theory, every form of adverse evidence can be turned around and presented as positive evidence
(Boudry, 2020; Law, 2011). Despite these attractive features, conspiracy theories wreak a lot of
havoc in society. Other examples of parasitical memes include superstition, pseudoscience,
addictions, bad habits, and ear worms (e.g., Dennett 2017; Boudry & Hofhuis 2018). To understand
the functional rationale of such viral or parasitical forms of culture, we have to adopt the meme’s
eye view. By doing so, memeticists draw out patterns of human culture that are invisible if we only
consider the interests of human agents (e.g., Boudry, 2018a; Boudry & Hofhuis, 2018).
Note that this discussion also links to a more general debate on functionalism in institutional theory
(e.g., Chap. 5 in Krul, 2018): Are institutions (such as prevalent rules, norms, laws, and regulation
quite generally) always intentionally and consciously established for the benefit of society by (more
or less) rational agents, or are they rather the result of often unintentional and historical / pathdependent cultural evolutionary processes (see also Rosenberg, 2021; Runciman, 2015, on a related
discussion)? In the latter case, they may also lead to a lock-in of unsustainable and destructive
practices and socio-technical regimes (e.g., Geels, 2002; Edgerton, 1992). In the same vein, as the
recent literature on responsible innovation highlights, technological innovation, which is arguably
a specific type or embodiment of cultural evolution (e.g., Richerson & Christiansen, 2013), does
not necessarily imply "progress" (e.g., Blok & Lemmens, 2015; Ruse, 1993; Schlaile et al., 2017,
2018).
3 Memes as information and instruction
In line with Boyd and Richerson’s definition of culture adopted above, we adopt an informational
approach to memes, which is not committed to any particular physical substrate and is therefore
better suited for bridging (seemingly) conflicting approaches across disciplines. Following
‘informationalists’ like Boudry (2018b) and Dennett (2006, 2017), memes are most usefully thought
of as pieces of abstract information, which can be instantiated in different media.
In our view, the informational perspective defuses many of the most common objections against
memes. In particular, many theorists have opposed the concept of memes because they claim that,
unlike in biological evolution, there is no physical structure that can be identified as the unit of
replication (see also Roy, 2017). In other words, there is no physical analogue to the gene in the
4

cultural realm. To talk of memes, according to critics, is to admit a phlogiston-like entity in cultural
evolution. To tie the success of cultural evolution to finding the cultural analogue of genes, they
fear, is a theoretical dead-end. We think this is a mistake, resting on outdated views on the nature
of metaphors in the sciences (Veit & Milan, forthcoming).
Firstly, this opposition to the concept of memes rarely recognizes that the concept of genes itself
is far from straightforward. As Wilkins & Bourrat (2018) put it, in many critiques of cultural
replication “[a]n overly idealized view of Mendelian genetics is contrasted to a much more realistic
view of cultural change". Various definitions of the gene across the biological sciences appear to
be irreconcilable. Pluralism rules. It is true that genes appear more localizable and easier to pinpoint
than memes, being associated with a single type of molecule (DNA or RNA), but this is not
essential to the notion of a gene. From an evolutionary perspective, the most useful definition of a
gene is as an abstract piece of information, not as a particular molecule. Genes, as Williams (1992)
and others have pointed out, should not be identified with DNA but with the information carried
by DNA. A gene is a piece of abstract information that is relatively stable and can be tracked across
generations. It is, as Williams put it, “that which segregates and recombines with appreciable
frequency” (Williams, 1966/2019, p. 24), regardless of whether the information is spread across
the genome or unified and isolated. Unlike physical definitions of genes, this informational
definition can be easily extended to the cultural realm (see also Ball, 1984). A meme of a music
tune or an idea is a piece of abstract information that “segregates and recombines with appreciable
frequency” in human cultures. It can be stored in a human brain, a digital mp3 file, or on a piece
of sheet music. It can be written into a diary or recorded in the form of sound waves. Memes and
genes on this view are not mere parallels, they are essentially the same type of abstract entity. To
those who reject the meme concept because it cannot be physically identified—or because it
smacks of dualism—it must be asked whether they also deny the informational gene concept
defended by Williams and others. Information can be stored in all kinds of different ways. In the
case of biology, the carriers are usually DNA or RNA, but this is merely incidental. A digital
computer file describing the genetic sequence of, say, the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
type 2 (SARS-CoV-2), contains the same information as the RNA molecules inside the virus itself,
and the information can be transcribed from one medium to another. In the cultural domain, there
is a much wider variety of different media, but the evolutionary dynamic is exactly the same.
Memetics, and in particular the meme’s eye view, makes sense of the dynamics of information
transfer in the cultural world. How can information move from one physical instantiation to
another—whether this is neural, language, pictures, or anything else for that matter—and how does
this information evolve? A similar reply can be given to the objection that cultural evolution does
not involve simple and straightforward “replication” like in the case of genes, but rather heavily
relies on reconstruction (Sperber 1996, 2000; Hodgson & Knudsen, 2010). This perceived contrast
with gene replication, too, underestimates the messiness of biological reality. The genome of two
cells resulting from mitosis are not exact replicas, since they differ in numerous ways (they are
wound up and folded differently, and their lower-level molecular structure differs in countless
ways). They are only “replicas” of each other to the extent both can be regarded—at the right level
of abstraction—as embodying a certain amount of information, and because their differences will
be normalized and ignored when they are transcribed and read by ribosomes.
5

It is also important to note that in both biological and cultural evolution, replicators have frequently
been seen as containing instructions (see also Cloak, 1975). Dennett, for instance, argues that memes
“are ‘prescriptions’ for ways of doing things” (Dennett, 2017, p. 211). Similarly, Heylighen and
Chielens (2009) have likened memes to production rules (IF condition, THEN action), and this
sentiment is prominently captured by Ostrom’s statement that “rules are sets of instructions for
creating an action situation … As such, rules are broadly analogous to genes, which are sets of
instructions for creating a phenotype. Rules are memes rather than genes, but it is helpful to think
about some of the similarities between genes and memes” (Ostrom, 2006, p. 116). This brings us
to an important connection between memes and the rule-based approach (RBA) to evolutionary
economics, championed by Dopfer et al. (2004) and Dopfer and Potts (2008, 2019). For the sake
of brevity, we cannot go into much detail here, but it should be acknowledged that both memetics
and the RBA could gain from more integration. For instance, the elaborate rule taxonomy
developed by Dopfer and colleagues, which differentiates between various subject and object rules
along an evolutionary micro-meso-macro trajectory (Dopfer et al., 2004, Dopfer & Potts, 2008,
2019), provides an analytical schema that can also help memeticists to focus their attention on the
instructional part of a cultural information present at multiple levels ranging from individuals to
firms to whole economic systems. In turn, the RBA may profit from taking up some of the
analytical instruments available in contemporary meme theory and recent propositions to
operationalize memes (e.g., Schlaile, 2021, esp. Chap. 3).
4 No meme is an island: Why interconnection is key
Memes exist in complex interrelationships with other memes and their “environment”. In fact, as
Dennett (1995, p. 144) puts it, “no meme is an island”, since memes may both promote or impede
the variation, selection, and retention of other replicators (genes and memes alike) (see also von
Bülow, 2019, on a related note). In the same vein, Weeks and Galunic stress: “We cannot look at
memes in isolation. When conceptualizing how culture evolves through a process of the variation,
selection, and retention of memes, we must explicitly take into account the fact that memes only
make sense when we look at their patterns of combination” (Weeks & Galunic, 2003, p. 1317). But
what does that mean, exactly? By drawing on Hodgson’s (2011) notion of a complex population system5
in combination with an informational approach to memes (as described above) and Simon’s (1971)
well-known statement that the overabundance of information leads to a scarcity of attention, which
thus needs to be focused accordingly, memes can be regarded as “competing” for the “scarce
resource” of attention. More precisely, the extent to which memes draw our attention depends not
only on how attractive their own informational content is but also how compatible they are with
other information sources, especially other memes in the system (Schlaile, 2021, Chap. 3). These
compatibility relations can be depicted as links of a meme network.
Despite the fact that economics studies complex systems, economists—especially in the dominant
traditions—ؙhave been rather reluctant to take up approaches from complexity science, unlike other
sciences of complex systems such as ecology, climate science, and evolutionary biology. There has
been a temptation in economics to rely on as few models as possible. Much of the opposition to
According to Hodgson (2011, p. 309), “complex population systems contain multiple varied (intentional or nonintentional) entities that interact with the environment and each other. They face immediately scarce resources and
struggle to survive, whether through conflict or cooperation. … They adapt and may pass on information to others,
through replication or imitation.”
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memes in economics, we fear, rests on the idea that ‘less is better’.6 This, we think, is a mistake.
What is needed is a recognition that science requires what Veit (2019b, p. 93) calls “model
pluralism”, that is, the idea that “for almost any aspect x of phenomenon y, scientists require
multiple models to achieve scientific goal z” (see also Veit, 2020, 2021a). What those interested in
memes are studying includes the informational aspect as well as the unintentional, potentially even
harmful effects of cultural change. These aspects of the economic system are rarely studied
explicitly.
By applying the network representation of complex systems, we can observe interconnections at
the level of the memes themselves (a network of, e.g., knowledge units embodied in the mental
representations of economic agents) as well as the more frequently analyzed social and economic
networks of the agents within, say, an innovation system (e.g., Schlaile, 2021, esp. Chap. 5). This
interconnectedness of different levels of complex systems present within an economy also links
back to the literature on cultural multilevel selection: While we acknowledge that selection
processes in an economy can occur at multiple levels (e.g., Field, 2008; Waring et al., 2015), we
would also argue that most literature on cultural multilevel selection does not pay much attention
to network complexity at the ‘lower’ meme level. In other words, while multilevel selection theory
aptly captures the tensions between self-interested and more prosocial behaviors of people (e.g.,
Atkins et al., 2019), the interconnections among the informational instructions (i.e., memes)
embodied within those people is usually not addressed. We thus side with Velikowsky (2016, 2018)
in highlighting the nested hierarchy or “holarchy” (Koestler, 1967) of selection processes. In our
framework, memes are “holons” or fractal entities that belong to larger memeplexes, which are in
turn part of complex systems more generally (e.g., Schlaile, 2021, Chap. 3, for details). This is in
line with Koestler’s argument that “’wholes’ and ‘parts’ in … [an] absolute sense just do not exist
anywhere, either in the domain of living organisms or of social organisations. What we find are
intermediary structures on a series of levels” (Koestler, 1967, p. 48).
5 Is everything a remix? Creativity and innovation from a memetic perspective
One of the most remarkable features of the human mind and our behavioral repertoire is our
almost unlimited range of options. We can combine and transform ideas and copy them from
others. Indeed, the processes of copying, transforming, and (re-)combining, often summarized
under the umbrella of “remix” (Ferguson, 2015), exhibit striking overlaps with Darwinian
evolutionary processes, especially variation, selection, recombination, retention, and transmission
(Schlaile, 2021, Sect. 7.2). Evolution often results in the increasing creativity of actors—in the
sense of them being able to extract information from the environment in new and useful ways in
order to respond to their Umwelt (Veit 2021b). Memes are the units of this information. Memetic
creativity can thus be understood as the degree of a human carrier’s ‘susceptibility’ to taking up and
recombining memes in novel ways that may help the carriers to learn and flexibly respond in
complex social environments, opening the room for innovation and new ideas that can potentially
benefit us and those around us (similar to how evolvability helps species to react to changing
environments). Or, to use Kauffman’s (2000) terms, evolution (both biological and cultural) is
Note that this is in line with the ongoing critiques by heterodox economists and initiatives such as Rethinking
Economics (https://www.rethinkeconomics.org/), the Network for Pluralist Economics (https://www.pluraleoekonomik.de/en/network-for-pluralist-economics/), and others.
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about reaching the “adjacent possible” time and again, thus accumulating creative changes in
complex and path-dependent ways (Johnson, 2010; Ridley, 2020).
The meme’s eye view makes these processes less mysterious, putting creativity firmly within a
naturalist view of the mind. Yet, some feel unease about this view of how the mind operates (e.g.,
see also Kronfeldner, 2011; Mesoudi, 2021; Simonton, 2003; Wagner, 2019, on related discussions).
Are we merely the breeding ground for ideas (memes) we have picked up somewhere before?
Interestingly, in line with the memetic approach to creativity (see also Sect. 7.2 in Schlaile, 2021),
Tarde already maintained at the beginning of the 20th century that “every invention and every
discovery consists in the interference in somebody’s mind of certain old pieces of information that
have generally been handed down by others” (Tarde, 1903, p. 382). Is creative genius mere
plagiarism, as somewhat jokingly mentioned by Ball (1984)? In the public imagination, genius and
creativity are frequently conceived as inexplicable outbursts of imagination, as if new ideas come
down from heaven like a lightning strike. In the same vein, innovation economists have long
criticized the neoclassical economists for treating knowledge as an intangible good with some of
the features of a public good. In this view, knowledge flows freely between actors or appears to
fall “like manna from heaven”, a point that Robert Solow is frequently credited for pointing out
(see also Urmetzer et al., 2018, for references and further discussions on this issue). But our minds
are not blank slates, and are always already teeming with memes. We make do with what we have.
And since we are unlike any other animal (though some smart animals like octopuses and corvids
engage in similar activities), we are able to absorb all kinds of information from our environment,
mixing it into novel ideas and behavioral innovations (see also Dennett, 2021).
As innovation economists have long acknowledged, innovations are often the emergent outcomes
of interactions among various different actors weaving complex networks of cooperation,
competition, and other forms of interdependence, frequently captured by notions like innovation
networks and innovation systems (e.g., Buchmann & Pyka, 2012; Rakas & Hain, 2019). In fact,
innovation is often not the work of foresight genius or top-down oversight, but of unplanned trial
and error, incremental steps, and endless recombination (Ridley 2020). A historical and
evolutionary approach to innovation takes some of the apparent genius away, or rather distributes
it over many different agents. In cultural and economic evolution, just as much as in biological
evolution, Leslie Orgel’s second rule applies: evolution is cleverer than you are.
As Potts (2019) has recently argued, this evolutionary, uncertain, and collective nature of
innovation makes it a collective action problem, namely of pooling knowledge and resources,
establishing institutions for cooperation, and deciding which memes in the sense of knowledge
units should be combined. In this regard, a memetic approach to creativity can also provide new
impetus to recent discussions on innovation policy and intellectual property rights, and potentially
lend a naturalistic support to approaches like open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003) or free
innovation (von Hippel, 2017), though in the latter regard by focusing on the meme level of analysis
instead of focusing mainly on the human actors. It should go without saying that we do not intend
to abolish intellectual property rights or recommend allowing other companies to simply copy an
existing product (or process or service, etc.). Rather, we propose to facilitate the selection of an
institutional framework within an innovation system that does not unnecessarily impede the merger
of memes / knowledge among companies.
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6 Summary and conclusion
The combination or synergy of memetics and (evolutionary) economics has been called
economemetics (Schlaile, 2021). This neologism should not be misunderstood as a new discipline
but rather as a perspective that aims at consilience and bridging fragmented approaches. In this
regard, the key take home messages from the above discussion can be summarized with the five i's
of economemetics: Memes can be understood as units of information that often contain rule-based
elements of instruction, which may be transmitted via imitation and other processes of communication
and social learning. Moreover, variation, selection, and retention (and “remix") of memes lead to
innovations that emerge from the interconnections of both memes and economic agents in complex
(often multi-level) networks.
Importantly, compared to other evolutionary approaches, memetics is distinctive for adopting the
meme’s eye view, which considers the ‘interests’ of cultural elements themselves. Memes can be useful
or beneficial to human agents, but they can also be ‘parasitical’ cultural elements that further their
own propagation despite harming their human “hosts”. With respect to economics, the meme’s
eye view complements existing approaches, for example, in innovation economics by naturalizing
creativity and innovation. Rather than resulting from strokes of genius or virtually falling down
from the sky, cultural innovation usually involves many rounds of variation, selection, and
recombination within complex networks of cooperating and competing individuals and
organizations. In this sense, (econo-)memetics makes creativity less ‘mysterious’ but also less
individualistic, bringing it down to earth again.
There are multiple pathways to pursue in future research, including theoretical clarifications on the
nature of ‘information’ and further exploration of the potential synergies between memetics and
the RBA mentioned near the end of the section on “Memes as information and instruction”.
Moreover, some striking overlaps seem to exist not only with concepts developed in evolutionary
economics (i.e., habits, ideas, routines, rules, etc.) but also with notions like frames, narratives, and
findings from adjacent fields (e.g., semiotics) that should be taken up in future conceptual and
empirical research (e.g., Schlaile, 2021, Chap. 8). By focusing on memes as the evolutionary
foundations (or “building blocks”) of worldviews and belief systems, we may even shed new light
on the complex dynamics of “normative dimensions” of economic systems (e.g., Schlaile et al.,
2017) and the resulting paradigms that could block or promote transitions towards more
sustainable modes of production and consumption. Finally, model pluralism also gives rise to
different ways of operationalization. More precisely, empirical studies on memes can resort to a
wide variety of tools and methods even beyond those known from evolutionary biology and
anthropology, including but not limited to text mining approaches (e.g., sentiment analysis, topic
modeling, etc.) that so far had little impact in economics.
In conclusion, we think the time has come for a renewed and interdisciplinary engagement with
memes in economics.
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